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Bitcoin Dominance (BTC.D)

At the time of this report, Bitcoin Dominance
(BTC.D) is at 39.5%. The indicator has fallen
to its lowest value since 2018 and it's now
heading towards the 37%-36% support
level. In December 2021, BTC.D lost over
6% and the bearish momentum was
sustained during the holidays. 

If BTC Dominance rejects the yearly lows,
traders could expect a significant bounce up
to the 40%-45% range. If Dominance breaks
the 2018 bottom, there is no subsequent
support and the indicator would be in
unexplored territory. 
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Crypto Market Cap (TOTAL)

The global crypto market cap is $2.23T, it
has added 0.77% in the last 24-hours. 
 Although TOTAL has added losses in the
previous market sessions, the total crypto
market volume has had a 12.44% increase. 

The TOTAL weekly candle has closed as
Bearish Engulfing, showing a strong
rejection of the $3T level. The next support
level in line is the $2T area. If bulls manage
to regain momentum around the referenced
monthly zone, the crypto market cap could
bounce back to the $2.5T mark. Failing to
hold this level will generate further
downside momentum with the next target
being the $1.2T area. 
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Bitcoin (BTC) 

The Bitcoin price today is $46,800 USD
with a 24-hour trading volume of
$33,699,374,428 USD. The asset has
added 0.83% in the last 24-hours but
remains inside the consolidation zone in
the weekly and daily timeframe. During 
 the festive break, BTCUSD was unable
to break the $52,500 ceiling and now
traders remain indecisive until BTC
breaks its current accumulation pattern.

The Bitcoin price outlook depends upon
the invalidation of the current range. If
BTCUSD bounces from the 61.8% level of
the Fibonacci Retracement, the asset
could revisit the $55K-$60K supply zone.
If bulls fail to defend the current demand
level, BTC's next support is at
$40K-$35K. 
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Ethereum (ETH) 

At the time of this analysis, the Ethereum price is $3,850 (2.18% gains in the last 24-hours). Daily Trading Volume remails at $13,346,831,470 USD. 
 Ethereum is currently bouncing off the $3600-$3500 support level and its price is now heading towards the $4000 resistance. The asset has climbed
steadily for a few hours, impacting the momentum of several Altcoins. 

The ETH price outlook could be optimistic if the daily candle closes as a "Bullish Engulfing" above the $3800 intraday level. If momentum fails to sustain, the
next demand zone in the bears' watchlist is the $3200 area. 
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At the time of writing, BNBUSD is trading
at $516 with a trading volume of
$2,433,766,869 USD. Binance Coin has
added 1.09% during the Asian and
London Market Sessions, with the
previous 4-hour candles showing a slight
rejection of the $500 support level. 

The asset is occupying the third spot by
market capitalisation and has remained
within a clear consolidation range over 
 the past two weeks with no sign of bullish
momentum ahead. BNBUSD remains at a
critical area with its price sitting in the
lower band of an ascending channel. For
bulls to succeed, a strong bullish weekly
candle must be printed around the current
demand levels. 

Binance Coin (BNB) 
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SOL live price today is $172 (a 1.42%
increase in the last 24-hours). Solana
has witnessed a 56% surge in its
volume this week, with its current
trading volume standing at
$1,663,422,136 USD. 

In the daily timeframe, SOLUSD seems
to be following a descending channel
with its price currently trading between
two key bands. Daily candles are
showing indecision, while its weekly
outlook is printing a bearish momentum.
The last weekly candle formed rejected
the $186 resistance and now the price is
heading towards the $140 support. 

Solana (SOL)
 



Cardano has added 1.18% in the last 24-
hours with its price sitting at $1.33 USD.
Trading Volume has increased over 17%
and is currently standing at $1,046,310,612
USD. 

The ADAUSD price has remained in
consolidation over the past 2 weeks, unable
to break the $1.60 mark.  Cardano is
certainly in oversold territory. The asset is
25% away from its historical low at $1 and
traders are starting to consider the
placement of limit orders around the area. If
ADA breaks the current accumulation zone
to the downside, the $1 support is likely to    
be revisited. 

  

Cardano (ADA)
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At the time of this report, the Polkadot
price remains at $30 with a 24-hour
trading volume of $1,547,693,150 USD.
The asset has had a quiet start to 2022
with almost no major changes in its
price. 
A bullish outlook is possible if DOT
breaks the consolidation zone
highlighted in black. As such, a bullish
breakout will validate the 61.8% level of
the Fibonacci retracement and invalidate
the weekly accumulation zone.  Thus, if
bulls fail to shift the momentum upwards
the price is likely to revisit the $20
psychological area. 

Polkadot (DOT) 
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LUNA  performed outstandingly in
2021 and has subsequently created
high expectations for the year ahead.

The current Terra price is $87.18
USD and its trading volume is
$1,756,151,752 USD (a 6% surge in
the last market sessions). 

LUNA has printed a bearish weekly
candle closing below the $100
psychological area. The daily
timeframe is also setting a bearish
tone with its last pattern closing as  a
"Doji". The lack of bullish momentum
could bring price down to the $80
support and, therefore,  a closure
below the referenced support will
invalidate the bullish thesis and lead
to a crash to the $70-$60 region. 

Terra (LUNA) 
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The Fantom price today is $3 (a
4.72% surge in the last market
sessions) and FTM's 24-hour trading
volume has significantly increased
over the past 24-hours reaching
$1,953,346,742 USD (84.90% up). 

The asset was one of the best
performers in December 2021,
surging over 130% after December
20th. FTMUSD has broken the $2.6
resistance which is triggering further
long positions with the $3.6 mark as
a target. 

 
Fantom (FTM)




